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My warmest congratulations on this first collaboration between the Singapore Chinese Orchestra, 

Mr Qiu Yong Ji and seven renowned guest artist es from Guangdong. I understand that t his is the 

first time such a col laboration between a ful l-strength 75-member Chinese Orchestra and 

Cantonese opera artistes have taken place. 

Singapore is well on t he way to becoming a vibrant city where culture flourishes. In particular, we 

should foster greater interest in some of t he t rad itional art forms such as Chinese Opera. Chinese 

Opera can teach our young many precious lessons. These include important traditional values 

such as honesty, loyalty and integrity as well as instil discipline in its practitioners. 

I commend the Singapore Chinese Orchestra for t his ground breaking effort. Please keep up the 

good work. 

Associate Professor Ho Peng Kee 
Senior Minister of State 
Ministry of Law and 
Ministry of Home Affairs 
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Since its inauguration five years ago, the Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) has devoted itself 

to raising the standard of local Chinese orchestra music, the enlargement of audience base and 

t he popularisation of Chinese orchestra music. From the ume the o rchestra was formed to its 

official move to the Singapore Conference Hall, the SCO has, 'n collaboration with numerous 

local and overseas musicians, presented several concerts o' diFerem styles and successfully captured 

the interest of Chinese orchestra music lovers from a; ouarters.To put it literally, it has he lped to 

spread the seeds of Chinese orchestra mus1c w1m me w '1gs of moving melodies to all. 

We are deeply honoured to have the oaruc·::>auo of Mr Qiu Yong Ji, a renowned Singaporean 

composer and conductor and se en 'a;mous ea.~:onese o pera performers from China in this 

high-standard concert. 

We are indebted to Mr Q iu and Ms Ma;ry AP'1e - an, Special Co-ordinator of the concert who 

took charge of planning work and brough: - e mus1oans and the choir together, as well as the 

Cantonese opera artistes from Ch1na wno tra e ed all t he way to support us. A big t hank you 

too to all the musicians, crew and volunteers who have he lped make this concert possible. 

We wou ld li ke to thank t he Lee Foundation for its generous sponsorship and the advertisers, 

businessmen and enthusiastic individual donors for the ir support. 

On behalf of the SCO, I wish to thank Senior Ministe r of State, Ministry of Law and Ministry of 

Home Affairs, Associate Professor Ho Peng Kee, guest-of-honour of the concert, for gracing this 

occasion. 
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Tonight's fund-raising concert is yet another significant event organized by the Singapore Chinese 

Orchestra. For the first time, the Orchestra is working in close collaboration with a well -known 

local composer and conductor Mr Qiu Yong Ji and seven famous Cantonese opera artistes from 

China. In this musical venture, a professional Chinese orchestra will accompany Cantonese melodies 

to present to our music lovers a unique concert. 

I personally believe that besides raising funds for the orchestra, the concert will not only strengthen 

cultural exchanges between musicians of China and Singapore but also enrich the musical tradition 

of the Chinese people. 

On behalf of the Singapore Chinese Orchestra, I wish to thank the Lee Foundation, the businessmen 

and kind individuals who have made donations and bought advertising spaces in our publication, 

and the audiences for their interest. I would, in particular, like to thank Mr Qiu Yong Ji, Ms Mary 

Anne Tan all the Cantonese opera performers from China and the local musicians, guest musicians 

from China and crew who are involved in the presentation of this concert. 

Last but not least. gratitude is due to Professor Ho Peng Kee, who graced the concert as our 

guest -of-honor 

This concert would not have succeeded without the support from all of you. In addition to 

expressing our gratitude, we promise to work even harder to propagate Chinese music and do 

our best to elevate the artistic standard of the art in response to your encouragement. May I take 

this opportunity to wish you good luck and good health. 

JfiJJJJJB$ffiWJE$ 
((~CSJfttlfff-Jfi#t)) I~#t~!¥ 

Mr Poh Choon Ann 
Chairman, Fund-raising concert 

Organising Committee 
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Mr Oiu Yong Ji 
Guest Conductor I 
Artistic Director 
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It has been I I years since I made Singapore my second home. In these past years I have been 

actively involved in the development of the culture and art of Singapore. In my fond recollections 

of the past events, I can't help but feel deeply the significance and influence of, and the duties 

imposed on me as an art educator devoted to the propagation of amateur opera music and its 

refinement 

At a professional level, I am truly honored to have been invited to conduct the world-class 

Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO).This project not only marks my collaboration with old 

friends and new ones but also gives me an opportunity to be involved in the great transformation 

of the SCO. It is definitely as exciting to me as my conducting engagement with the Singapore 

Symphony Orchestra last year. It is indeed an honour for me to have a chance to present my own 

works to the public, while at the same time fulfilling a worthy cause of Fund-raising for the SCO! 

This event also marks the first time for the "Qiu Yong Ji Music and Opera School Chorus" to 

present their performances in the two-night professional concert Such an opportunity is not 

only an honor but also presents a challenge and an occasion for the inspection of the progress of 

the choir. 

In this concert, the synthesis of Cantonese music and the richly expressive, multi-linear. multi

vocal Chinese music promises to enhance the emotional expressiveness of both. Such a seamless 

fusion also exemplifies the admirable efforts of Cantonese musicians in keeping up with the 

times and that of the SCO in its continuous exploration for a new performing space. 

Nevertheless, the participation in this concert of the group of well-known Cantonese musicians 

from Ch ina signifies another landmark in the cultural exchange between China and Singapore. I 

would like to thank all the musicians of the SCO in refreshing Cantonese music with a new touch 

for the benefit of the warm audiences of Singapore . 
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Dynamic, youthful and visionary, the Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO), 

recently established at the refurbished Singapore Conference Hall (SCH), 

is Singapore's only national Chinese orchestra. Under the baton of its 

charismatic, newly appointed music director, Tsung Yeh-aspires to 

introduce Chinese orchestral music to an ever-broadening audience. 

The roots of a national Chinese orchestra 

The SCO was formerly a performing unit of the People's Association 

Cultural Troupe. At the recommendation of Prime Minister Goh Chok 

Tong, the Singapone Chinese Orchestra Company Limited was established 

in 1996 to transform the SCO into a national orchestra of international 

standing. Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong was named its Patron. 

In 1998-under the baton of its first music director, Hu Bing Xu-the 

Orchestra touned China to critical acclaim.To welcome the new millennium, 

the SCO broke world records by featuring I ,400 musicians in a concert 

on I January 2000!Then, the Taipei Municipal Chinese Classical Orchestra 

invited it to perform at the Traditional Arts Festival in Taipei. In 200 I, the 
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SCO moved into the SCH.To mark this significant milestone, as well as to 

celebrate its fifth anniversary and the re-opening of the SCH, it staged a 

Twin-Celebration Concert 

New directions 

A major thrust of music director, Tsung Yeh's outreach programme is his 

new concert series.The Orchestra also reaches out through Community 

Series concerts at Community Clubs, Arts Education Programmes at 

schools and Outdoor Concerts at National Parks. As a non-profit 

organisation, it spares no effort in raising funds. The cutting-edge orchestra 

has also established a web site (www.sco-music.org.sg), a resource centre, 

and a score library with a computerised database. 

Looking ahead, the SCO is poised to explone new frontiers as it strengthens 

its position as one of the leading professional orchestras in the Chinese 

orchestral world and beyond. 
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Maestro Tsung Yeh joined the Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) as Orchestra League and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He worked 

Music Director in January 2002. He is also the Music Director of the South closely with the Chicago Symphony and their Music Directo" Daniel 

Bend Symphony Orchestra in the United States and the Barenboim and the Principal Guest Conductor Pierre Boulez. In November 

Conductor Laureate in the Hong Kong Sinfonietta. He is the 199 I, T sung Yeh successfully led the Chicago Symphony, covering the 

first conductor in the world to be appointed as the music indisposed Daniel Barenboim at short notice in a concert featuring Alfred 

director of both Chinese orchestra and the Symphony Brenda! as soloist. He was the former Music Director of the Northwest 

orchestra simultaneously. In 1995, he and the South Bend Indiana Symphony Orchestra, Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductor of the 

Symphony Orchestra were honoured with the ASCAP Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra and the Principal Conductor of the Saint 

award.TsungYeh is also the Principal Conductor of Louis Symphony Youth Orchestra. From 1987-89, he served as Resident 

the Beijing Huaxia Chamber Ensemble. Its Conductor of Florida Orchestra in Tampa/St. Petersburg. He was also the 

America and Europe concert tours under the Principal Guest Conductor of Albany Symphony Orchestra of New York. 

baton ofT sung Yeh received high acclaim. 

Having studied piano at the age of five,TsungYeh began to major conducting 

In April 1991 ,TsungYeh was one of the three in 1979 at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music and won a full scholarship 

conductors chosen to participate in the to the Mannes College of Music in New York in 1981. He earned his 

Conductors' Mentor Programme, co- Bachelor of Music degree under Sidney Harth, and upon graduation, 

sponsored by the American Symphony received the school's Academic Excellence Award. In 1983, he began to 



work towards a master degree at Yale University under Otto Werner-

Muel ler He also studied conducting wrth Max Rudolf, Leonard Slatkin, 

Murry Sidlin, Han Zhong Jie, Huang Yi Jun and Cao Pen g. 

Tsung Yeh's past engagements in North America included: t he Tucson, 

Calgary, Rochester Philharmonic, the New Haven Symphony, and the 

Minnesota Orchestra. He conducted the San Francisco Symphony to 

critical acclaim in June 1989 during the American Symphony Orchestra 

League Conference. He is also a frequent guest conductor for orchestras 

in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Taipei, and Taichung. 

He regularly conducts orchestras in Poland, Russia, and the Czech Republic. 

He conducted in France with great success: with Ensemble 2e2m in Paris, 

with the Orchestre Ph ilharmonique de Rad io France in Orlean during 

1996, with Ensemble de Orchestre Ph ilharmonique de Radio France as 

part of the Festival Presence in Paris, and with Hua Xia Ensemble in Lyon 

in 1997. In August 2000, T sung Yeh made his conducting debut in Japan 

with the Shinsei Symphony Orchestra as part of the 21 st Asian Composers 

League Conference. Recently, he conducted the Paris - Shanghai Duplex 

Concert with French National Symphony Orchestra and Shanghai 

Broadcasting Orchestra which was broadcasted through the satel lite TV 

with millions of audiences in both Europe and Asia. 

With growing reputation in the conducting teaching field, he has been one 

of the Artistic Directors of the Symphony Workshop Ltd in the Czech 

Republic since 1992, and has also taught the "Conductors" Guild Workshop 

in Chicago. He has been the master teacher of the International 

Conductors' Workshop for contemporary music in Zurich, Switzerland 

since 1997. 
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Graduated from the Guangzhou X inghai Music Academy in the earlier Concert on Qiu Yang ji's Compositions Golden Symphomc Melodies and A 

days, Qiu Yong Ji was a conductor, composer and music arranger in Thesis on Love . These brilliant concerts not only manifested his profound 

professional artistic groups in China. He is currently the principal of Q iu capabilities in the production, development and inheritance of traditional 

Yong Ji School of Opera in Singapore. Being diligent, bright, talented and Cantonese music, but also showcased his superb 

conversant in the production and reformation of ethnic music, his works conducting skills and graceful demeanour 

preserve the essence of traditional music while incorporating new and while conducting a full -fl edged symphony 

modern elements. He pays particular attention to the construction of the orchestra. This time, he accepts the invitation 

sentiments and era characteristics of his compositions, wh1ch often possess by the Singapore Chinese Orchestra to be its 

intense artistic influence. Qiu has been awarded numerous prizes on the Guest Conductor cum Artistic Director for 

national level as well as provincial and city levels in China. In April 200 I, An Evening of Cantonese Opera Music, to 

Q iu was invited by the Singapore Symphony Orchestra to be their raise fund for the SCO. 

Programme Director and Guest Conductor, planning and organising three 

concerts, namely Stars of the Spring - Symphonic Cantonese Music Concert 
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Ni HuiYing 
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A National First Grade Artiste of Ch ina, Ni Hui Ying is the recipient of the Plum 

Blossom Award for Chinese Opera and is also the leading Huadan of the Guangzhou 

Cantonese Opera Troupe. N i was already brought to fame when she performed in 

Girls of the Red Army in the seventies. In the early eighties, she together with Hong X i an 

Nu won the Best Actress Award of the Hundred Flowers Award. Subsequently, she won numerous awards and prizes, 

which include the Provincial First Grade Prize for Performing Art, the second Golden Record Award given by the 

Ch ina Record Company, the Outstanding Leading Artiste Award in the Fifth Chinese Opera Festival and the 

Fourteenth Plum Blossom Award for Chinese Opera. 

Hailed as the "Golden Voice" and "King ofTunes", Ni is an all rounded artiste who possesses beauty in her 

voice, looks and performing skills. With consistent hard work over the years, she has developed her own artistic 

style that is refreshing, sweet, tactful and emotional. 

TJ'L Ding Fan 
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Ding Fan, currently a National First Grade Artiste of China, is the Wenwusheng of 

the First Performing Troupe of the Guangdong Cantonese Opera Troupe. He is the 

recipient of the Plum Blossom Award for Chinese Opera and is also twice the recipient 

of the Cultural Performance Award. 

Ding is capable of performing both literary and acrobatic works, and both his singing 

and acting skil ls are excellent. His dressing and makeup on stage is delicate and refined, 

carrying with him a natural demeanouc His voice is magnificent while his performance is fine and exquisite. All these 

allow him to perform in a wide variety of operas with his role of Xiaosheng being exceptionally well received. Ding has 

played the leading role in over thirty large-scale operas through which he successfully constructed many spirited and 

mighty artistic figures. He is indeed a renowned actor who is well received by audiences from China and other 

countries, and he is def1nitely a pillar of the Cantonese Opera performing scene. 



MXftiffi JiangWen Duan 
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Jiang Wen Duan is a rising Huadan who possesses much potential and vigour 

in the contemporary stage of Cantonese Opera. Jiang has the ability to perform a 

great variety of operas, and is able to take up different roles on stage regardless of it 

being the Guimendan, Qingyi, Daomadan or Xiaodan. Her acting skills are refined, 

and her singing is graceful and fine. She is particularly well praised for her leading 

roles in Madam White Snoke, The Red Plum Blossoms and Xi Shi. She has won numerous 

Gold Awards in the Guangdong Province Art Festival and Performing Art Competition, 

and was also hailed as "Star Beyond the Century". Besides, she had also participated 

in and recorded many television serials and Cantonese Opera video compact discs, 

all of which were well received by audiences. 

HuangWei Kun 
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A Wenwusheng from the Shenzhen City Cantonese Opera, Huang Wei Kun is 

a talented artiste who is wel l versed in both the northern and southern pads. His 

appearance on stage is handsome and he is able to perform both literary and 

acrobatic works. From the role of a ten year old child to that of a sixty year old 

greybeard or from the role of an awe-inspiring warrior to the role of a graceful 

young lady, Huang has no difficulty in handling them at all. Huang has played the 

leading role in many operas. Among them, Double Spears Armed Lu Wen Long has 

won the recognition of the Cantonese Opera great master Hong X ian Nu. Huang 

has won in many competitions, which includes the Guangdong Province Art Festival, 

Hundred Flowers Award and the Advance Culture Worker Award on the provincial 

and city level. 
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Yao Zhi Q iang 
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Yao Z hi Qiang, currently a National First Grade Artiste of China and recipient 

of the Plum Blossom Award for Chinese Opera. 

From a young age, Yao devoted himself to the Experimental Troupe of the 

Guangdong Cantonese Opera Troupe o rganised by Hong Xian Nu. He was later 

invited and transferred to the Zhuhai City Cantonese Opera Troupe, playing the 

lead role in The Priest of Passions and many other operas, portraying many vivid and 

distinctive art ist ic characters.Yao's singing is pleasant and appealing, his dressing and 

makeup carries with it a scholarly air and his postures are always natural and poised. 

In 1994, Yao won the Gold Award in the Guangdong Province Performing Art 

Competit ion for the Youths and Middle Aged. In 1997, Yao put up a special 

performance , which showcased his performing skil ls, and he was hailed as a "Star 

Beyond the Century". 

He Yu Qing 
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A National Second Grade Artiste of China, He Yu Q ing is a Daomadan from 

the Guangzhou Cantonese Opera Troupe. Her appearance on the stage is pretty 

and her postures are graceful and refined. Her acting skills are natural and poised, 

and her singing is sweet and mild. Besides acting as a Daomadan, she is able to play 

the role of a Huashan remarkably well too. Being o ne of the most o utstanding 

actresses for the role of Daomadan in the Cantonese O pera circle, He Yu Q ing has 

won numerous awards which include the First Grade Award in the Guangzhou City 

Youth Artistry Competition and Silver Award in the 1994 Guangdong Province 

Cantonese Opera Performing Competition. 
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Li Jun Sheng (XiaoXin Ma) 
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A Second Grade Artiste of China, Li Jun Sheng is a Wenwusheng from the 

Guangzhou Cantonese Opera Troupe. Li possesses extreme potential, and is one of 

the new generations of artistes on the rise in the Cantonese Opera circle. Li can 

play a great variety of roles and is capable of performing literary works as well as 

acrobatic ones. Making use of different performing techniques and singing styles, Li 

has successfully portrayed different characters vividly. Besides Xiaosheng, Li can play 

the roles ofWenwusheng and Chousheng equally well. He has been the leading 

actor in major and large-scale performances like Searching the Study, and is currently 

the leading Wenwusheng of Guangzhou Cantonese Opera Troupe. Li is also the 

recipient of the Gold Award for the 1999 Guangdong Province Cantonese Opera 

Performing Competition. 
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EMPEROR Ll HOU ZHU OF THE SOUTHERN TANG DYNASTY SUITE 
Vocalists: Ni Hui Ying and Li Jun Sheng 
This suite tells the sorrowful life of the last emperor of the Southern Tang Dynasty, Li Yu (Li Houzou) . 
Mr. Qiu Yong Ji has composed the music for some of the most popular poems by LiYu , thus making it 
into a story that tells the rise and fall of Li Yu . 
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Li Yu 's life as an emperor started with women , wine and songs. He indulged only in enjoyment and 
writing poems. This opening piece depicts the joy and fun of Li Yu . 
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This prose depicts Li Yu 's beau , Xiao Zhou Hou (then not his concubine yet) coming to meet him 
secretly. For fear that her footsteps might be heard, she had to remove her shoes, tip-topping on the 
imperial flooring with only wearing her socks. Li Yu was deeply moved by her great love for him. 
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This song depicts the beauty of the dancing girls surrounding Li Yu and the merrymaking that lasted till 
late in the night. 
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Li Yu was only indulging in fun and merrymaking so much that he did not even know that his enemies 
were attacking his country. 
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This piece begins the fall of Li Yu. His country was invaded by Wu Chu . Li Yu was publicly insulted , 
disgraced and de-throned . 
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Li Yu was exiled . He had to live under heavy surveillance, no more luxuries of the past. The music 
depicts the emptiness of his existence and the sorrowful state he was in . 
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To think that he was once an emperor before being a captive, living in shame and loneliness, Li Yu was 
filled with sorrow and regrets. 
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Li Yu could not face the reality of his downfall and the sorrowful state he was in. But Li Yu also realized 
that everything in the past was just like a dream and it was only in dreams that he could re-live his happy 
days. 
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This ending piece depicts sadness and regrets. Li Yu was forced to drink poisonous wine and died at the 
age of 42. He was a failed ruler but his name remains eternal as a great poet. 
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PRINCESS SHUANG YANG'S PURSUIT OF HER CONSORT 
Artistes: Huang Wei Kun and Jiang Wen Duan 
Di Ching was a Sung Dynasty's warrior. He married Princess Shuang Yang of the barbaric tribe. They 

were a happy loving couple. But when Di Ching received news that his family were taken captives, he 

felt that it was a son's duty to rescue his family and had to leave Princess Shuang Yang without telling 

her for fear that she might stop him. But Princess Shuang Yang discovered his departure and chased 

after him to kill him, thinking that he wanted to desert her, when she was alre<tdY bearing his child . Di 

Ching had to tell her the truth and she was pacified . 

THE WHITE SNAKE LEGEND ·AT THE BROKEN BRIDGE 
Vocalists: Ni Hui Ying, Li Jun Sheng and He Yu Qing 
A famous legend played in all the different types of Chinese operas, a fantasy story depicting two 

snakes transforming themselves into humans and falling in love. Twined within this story are underlying 

tones of the good and bad of the human species. 
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SEND-OFF AT LAKE DONG TING 
Artistes: Ding Fan, Jiang Wen Duan and He Yu Qing 
The Dragon Princess of the Underwater World was grateful to the scholar, Liu Yi , for rescuing her and 

wished to marry him. Liu Yi was a righteous man and rejected her marriage proposal. At Lake Dong 

Ting, the Dragon Princess bid farewell to Liu Yi who returned to the mortal world. The Dragon Princess 

was heart broken and lamented on her own sorrow. 
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ASSASIN'S FAREWELL 
Artistes: Huang Wei Kun and Yao Zhi Qiang 
At war with the powerful Qin King, Prince Dan of the Van Kingdom decided to send Jing Keto assassinate 

the Qin King. This scene depicts the heroic farewell ceremony whereby the fearless Jing Ke proceeded 

on his mission. 
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Cao Nuan Garden 
Vocalist: Jiang Wen Duan 
The melodious pace of this piece is fast and light-hearted. The seamless executive and combination 

of the various rhythms makes one feels like in a beautiful garden. 
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CANTONESE MUSIC 
Mr Qiu Yong Ji composed this piece because he was inspired by the popularity of Cantonese 

opera and music in many countries. By just using the 5 notes of 35231, it evokes a pleasant 

ambience of one who hears enchanting Cantonese opera music. 
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THE RED RIVER 
Vocalist: Ding Fan 
A famous patriotic poem composed by Yue Fei of the Sung Dynasty which depicted his ferocious 

love for his country. The music composed by Mr Qiu Yong Ji , corresponding the strong wordings 

of rage and devotion , brought out vividly the turbulent historical background of the warrior era. 
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THE OASIS 
This piece is an appraisal of Singapore. Mr Qiu Yong Ji views Singapore as a "green" country, a 

beautiful oasis where talented and hardworking citizens lead a tranquil and fulfilling life. 
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CANTATA· THE PATRIOT 
Vocalist: Yao Zhi Qiang 
"Who wouldn't die eventually? I will die a righteous man for my motherland". Th is piece' melody is 

passionate, indignant and vehement. It represents Wen Tianxiang' display of awe-inspiring righteousness 

when facing death. 

«•~·}} 

THUNDER STORM & DROUGHT 
Mr Qiu Yong Ji successful enhance the strength and passion of this number by his rearrangement. The 

joyous and lively melody of this number symbolizes the people's happiness in receiving rain after a long 

period of drought. 

lj\JfiPJ. I lf~JJ • Ensemble/Excerpts from Traditional Operas 
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DREAM AT THE PEONY PAVILION 
Artistes: Ni Hui Ying, Li Jun Sheng and He Yu Qing 
A famous excerpt adapted from the Yuan Dynasty named The Peony Pavilion. It tells the story of Du Li 

Niang who dreamt of Liu Meng Mei after falling asleep in the garden. The romantic encounter saddened 

her deeply when she awoke, realizing that it was only a dream. 
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THE DREAMS OF RIVER LUO 
Artistes: Huang Wei Kun and Jiang Wen Duan 
This is a love story from the Romance of the Three Kingdoms. Prince Zi Jian lost his love, Jen Fu, to his 

brother, the king. Jen Fu later committed suicide and became the Godess of the River Luo. She appeared 

in Zi Jian's dream, encouraging him to forget about her but to concentrate on serving the country. 
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ILLUSION AND DELIVERANCE 
Artistes: Yao Zhi Qiang and Jiang Wen Duan 
This excerpt from the famous Dream of The Red Chamber depicts the last episode when Bao Yu 

discovered that his beloved Dai Yu had died and dreamt of her. The dream was so real that it depressed 

him to the extent that he decided to be a monk. 

{(lf8zll» 

DREAM MEETING AT LAKE TAl 
Artistes: Ding Fan, Ni Hui Ying and Li Jun Sheng 
The story of one of the four greatest beauties of China, Xi Shi . She sacrificed her life to serve the King of 

Wu in order to save her country. Later when the King of Wu was defeated by Yue, her love, Fan Yi went 

in search of Xi Shi. Fan Yi was heart broken to discover that Xi Shi had already taken her own life at Lake 

Tai. He went to the lake and cried to sleep when Xi Shi appeared in his dream and they began telling 

each other how much they had missed each other. 
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Orchestra: Singapore Chinese Orchestra 

Guest Musicians of China: 

Chorus: 

Jiang Hua Shen (Gaohu/Zhonghu) 

Huang Jian (Gaohu/Zhonghu) 

Deng Shu Rong (Zhangban) 

Luo Qiao Hua (Zhangban) 

Zhao Can Long (Gu) 

Cui De Kun (Yang Qing) 

Liang Wang Quan (Xiao San Xuan) 

Oiu Yong Ji Music and Opera School 
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Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO ) 

celebrated its Twin-Celebration - Re

opening of Singapore Conference Hall (SCH ) 

and 5th Anniversary ofSCO on 22 September 

2001 a t the newly refurbished SCH. We have 

the presence of Patron of SCO , Deputy Prime 

Minister, BG Lee Hsien Loong as our Guest-of-

Honour to grace this auspicious event. 

The Twin-Celebration commenced at t he 

brand new stage of the Singapore Ch in ese 

O rchestra Concert Hall with DPM Lee Hsien 

Loong unveiling the plaque for the re-open ing 

of SCH. The SCO is one of the few professio nal 

Chinese orchestras in t he world to have its own 

a coustical ly treated co ncert hall and other 

facilities such as the Sectional Practice Hall, 

Music Studios, Resource Libra ry, Sco re Library 

and Exhibition Hall. W ith the re-opening of the 

SCH, it opens a new era fo r SCO as it celebrates 

the 5th An niversary at the same t ime. The 

celebratio n contin ued with a gala concert 

performed by SCO under the baton of SCO 

Principal Guest Co nductor, ProfXia Fei Yu n to 

a house of800 d isti nguished guests. 

The Celebration ended with a cake-cutting 

ceremony by DPM Lee Hsien Loong. Al l guests 

brought home with t hem a limited edi t io n of 

SCO Gold Compact Disc, a copy of the Souvenir 

Magazine and a n ig ht of memora b le Twin

Celebration. 
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Singapore Chinese Orchestra Fund-raising Concert 

''An Evening of Cantonese Opera Music" Organising Committee 
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Advisors 

Organising Committee Chairman 

Deputy Chairman 

Fund-raising Concert 
"An Evening of Cantonese Opera Music" 
Guest Conductor cum 

Artistic Director 

Special Co-ordinator 

Mr Chew Keng Juea 

Mr Chia Ban Seng 

Mr Poh Choon Ann 

Mr Heng Chye Kiou 

Mr Qiu Yang Ji 

Ms Mary Anne Tan 

~~· ~·~ ~ Eg IPj iti / SPECIAL THANKS ...----=·~•-..1!.+$*-. ... 

~i~t:k~~~- F=J~RiE51:*~~*1R.J~~i~~t~ 
Special thank to the Guest-of-Honour, Senior Minister of State, 

Associate Professor Ho Peng Kee for gracing the concert. 
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The Fund-raising Organising Committee wishes to thank the following organisations and individuals: 

Lee Foundation 
Amara Hotel 
Poh Tiong Choon Logistics Limited 

Cool Dynamics 
Country View Pte Ltd 
Hai Poh Terminals Pte Ltd 
Ho Bee Investment Ltd 
Hotel 81 Management Pte Ltd 
lndocement Singapore Pte Ltd 
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PTC-Nakajima Suisan (Asia) Pte Ltd 
PTC-Xin Hua Transportation Pte Ltd 

PTC-Chien Li Transportation Pte Ltd 

Karl Heng Enterprise 
Sam Kiang Huay Kwan 

Singapore Press Holdings 
Straits Chinese Seafood Restaurant 

Teckwah Industrial Corporation Ltd 
Meiki Plastic Industries Co Pte Ltd 

Mr Andrew Tjioe 

Desisti Asia Pte Ltd (Lighting Effects) 
Telex Communications (Sea) Pte Ltd (Sound) 
Jia-Jia Production 
Mr Henry Lau (Lighting) 
Ms Cynthia Chow (Stage) 
Ms Alice Ho 
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We would also like to thank the media and al l individuals and companies who have contributed in one way or 
another towards the success of this fund-raising concert of the Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 
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KARL HENG ENTERPRISE 
"" 231 Bain Street #02-95 Bras Basah Complex 
"" Singapore 180231 Tel: 63391787 Fax: 63397657 

.~~~.J.t: 4-rl'l ~~•a 
Sole Agent : SUZHOU MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 
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Lianhe Zaobao Shin Min Daily News Lianhe Wanbao 
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Si.L K ROAD 

At the Silk Road Restaurant, discerning diners can feast to their heart's 

content as they join in the spirit of discovering authentic Chinese cuisines 

like Shenyang dumpling, Peking roasted duck, Sichuan hand-made noodles 

and more. Come jo urney with us and discover the essence of the Silk Road. 

i\MtRk 
s, N G A, o,, 165 Tanjong Pagar Road Singapore 088539 • Tel: (65) 6879 2555 • Fax: (65) 6224 3910 • email: fnb.sg@amarahotels.com • website: www.amarahotels.com 
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LINDA YAP 

j) STRAITS CHINESE SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 
.&..IJ.. PERANAKEN AND CHINESE CUISINE 

N0.5 SHENTON WAY, #81-16/17, UIC BUILDING 

SINGAPORE 068808 

TEL: 6225 8683 FAX: 6227 8863 
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Leung Yat Hung 
Managing Director 
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MEIKI PLASTIC INDUSTRIES CO. (PTE) LTD 
SISIR ISO 9000 CERTIFIED COMPANY 

BLK 30 KALLANG PLACE, #01-01/17, SINGAPORE 339159. 

TEL: 62932597 (5 LINES) FAX: 62968760 

E-mail: meiki@ mbox4.singnet.com.sg 

,$, 
m:Jmm!l 
~ 

CEAT.NO. : 092-2-0048 
SS ISO 9002 : 1994 
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• INDOCEMENT 

INDOCEMENT 
SINGAPORE PTE LTD 

8 Temasek Boulevard, #38-02 Suntec Tower Three, Singapore 038988 

TEL: 6535 2633 Fax: 6533 2080 
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81 
MANAGEMENT PTE lTD 

865 MOUNTBATTEN ROAD, #06-23 KATONG SHOPPING CENTRE 

SINGAPORE 437844 TEL: 65-6346 1961 FAX: 65-6346 1970 

E-MAIL: hote181@ .com.sg Website http://www.hotel81.com.sg 

~ 
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Cert No. : 011902 
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SAM KIANG HUAY KWAN 

TEMPORARY OFFICE, 41 WILKIE ROAD 

SINGAPORE 228055 
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Country View Berhad (Co.No. 78320-K) 

Unit 26-01, Mail Box 261, Level 26, Menara Landmark, No 12 

Jalan Ngee Heng, 80000 Johor Bahru. 

Tel: 07-223 6799 Fax: 07-224 6557 
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teckwah 

More than just printing and packaging 

"We will invest our effort in changing the 
.... 

mindset and behaviour of our employees 

from traditional printer to a service 

oriented print management and solution 

provider." 

Thomas Chua 
Deputy Chairman & Managing Director 

Teckwah Industrial Corporation Ltd. 
7 996 Annual Report 

Today, we are no longer just printing. We 

are providing comprehensive range of 

supply chain management solutions to 

meet the growing needs of multinational 

IT companies from different parts of the 

world. 

Thanks to our people, we have reached 

our initial goals. 

We are setting new ones now. 

BEST PEOPLE BEST SOLUTIONS 
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COOL DYNAMICS PTE LTD 
49 Kallang Place, Singapore 339175 

Tel: (65) 6294 6000 Fax: (65) 6298 8069 

E-Mail: cd @cooldynamics.com.sg 

AIR-CON SYSTEM FOR COMMERCIAL /INDUSTRIAL 

• Design & Build 

• Service & Maintenance 

• Trouble Shooting & Repair 

• Piping & Duct Works & Insulation 
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HAl POH TERMINALS PTE LTD 

(A JOINT VENTURE OF SINGAPORE SHIPPING CORPORATION & POH TIONG CHOON GROUPS) 

200 Cantonment Road #09-03 Southpoint, Singapore 089763 

Office: Tel: 62229688 Fax: 62245304 Email: haipoh@pacific.net.sg 

Godown: Tel: 62734358 Fax: 62736059 Email: haipohppw@pacific.net.sg 

Business Activities Stevedoring • Transportation • Warebousing • Terminal Management 
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PTC-XIN HUA TRANSPORTATION PTE LTD 

(A JOINT VENTURE OF SINGAPORE SHIPPING CORPORATION & POH TIONG CHOON GROUPS) 

48 Pandan Road, Singapore 609289 

Tel: 62815108 Fax: 6281 8503 
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PTC-CHIEN ll TRANSPORTATION PTE LTD 

(A JOINT VENTURE OF SINGAPORE SHIPPING CORPORATION & POH TIONG CHOON GROUPS) 

48 PANDAN ROAD, SINGAPORE 609289 

TEL: 6268 2522 (1 0 LINES) , 6268 6266 (DIRECT) 

FAX: 6264 3394 TELEX: RS 23873 POHGRP 
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PTC-NAKAJIMA SUISAN {ASIA) PTE LTD 

(A JOINT-VENTURE SETWEEN POH TIONG CHOON HOLDINGS (PTE) LTD 

SINGAPORE & NAKAJIMA SUISAN CO.,LTD-JAPAN) 

48 Pandan Road, Singapore 609289 

Tel: 6268 2522 Fax: 6268 2366 
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Sinqdpore 
(hinese 

Orchestrd 

KILLINEY KOPITIAM 
Singapore Conference Hall 

···~ 

Logo ofSCO 

Graphically, the Singapore C hinese Orchestra logo aims to 

convey a refreshing artistry of C hinese orchestral music of 

international standing and appeal. Taking centrestage, the initials 

"SCO", utilse the boldness of the C hinese brush strokes to 

form t he internationally familiar 'treble c lef' . 'Alongside, the 

Orchestra's name in bilingual are underlined symbolic of musical 

notes, to suggest her concerted pu rsue for excel le nce in 

performing before a much wider and international audience. 
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Location of Singapore Chinese Orchestra 
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TanjongPagarMRTStation 
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SINGAPORE CONFERENCE HAl t 
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Serving Traditional Kopi , Teh, Kaya Toast. Also Featuring 
Nasi lemak, Curry Chicken, laksa, Mee Siam, Mee Rebus & More. 

Come visit us for your pre-concert meals. 

i9:itl¥: Ep: lt.Y1~9.JiPtb..A 1H!H } '6] LINGZI MEDIA PTE LTD 
Blk 52, Kallang Bahru, #04·1 7, Singapore 339335 Tel: 62935677 Fax: 62933575 Email: info@hngzi.com.sg 0E]Ii'Jjl[ http:// www.lingzi.com.sg WFiJp;]jl[ http:// www.chinese338.com 
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1001me1 Poh Tiong Choon Logistics Limited 
Corporate Office: 

48 Pandan Road, Singapore 609289 

Direct: (65) 6268-2189 DID: (65) 6662-8811 

Fax: (65) 6261-7332 Email: choonann@ ptclogistics.com.sg 

Operational HQ: 

PTC Chemical Logistics Complex: Tel: (65) 6896-9888 

21 Ayer Merbau Road, Jurong Island, Singapore 627858 
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